Customers engage with your business in many ways and email is just one of them! Your full contact list is used for many things inside your application... tracking customers projects, sales pipeline, email lists, and content engagement. The full contact record of your customers is important to your business, it tracks your history with your customers. But, what if some of your contacts just don't engage with you via email? They call, they text, they view your website, they buy services... but they don't prefer email? That's ok! Tailoring how you communicate to your customers is an important part of running a small business and helps you focus your emails on customers who regularly engage with your content.

Deliverability is affected by many things but here are the two you need to look at first: List Hygiene and Sender Reputation.

**List Hygiene**

List hygiene is the practice of continuously cleaning or maintaining a contact list to ensure all email addresses are actively engaging with your content and are receiving your content without issues. Regular maintenance removes disengaged addresses from your marketing list and decreases your risk for spam traps, spam complaints, and invalid hard bounces.

Best practices for growing and maintaining your email list include:

- **Collect good data** - Email addresses are notoriously cryptic so confirm whether that email address is "flyinghigh@keap.com" or "flying.hi@keap.com" and enter carefully!

- **Use double opt-in**, not single opt-in - When a customer completes a webform, they are immediately sent an email to confirm their email address. They are required to click on a link in the email to verify their email address. By verifying their address you know you have a valid address and they want to receive your content!

- **Avoid buying an email list** - They are usually riddled with invalid email addresses that can ruin your sender reputation!

- **Maintain your email marketing lists:**
  - **Send a re-engagement automation** - for any customers who haven't engaged with your content in 3-6 months, send a message asking them if they are still interested in your content and confirm they still want to receive it!

  - **Opt-out any unengaged contacts** - any contacts that haven't engaged with your emails in over 6 months likely won't. Mark them as opt-out in your lists so your deliverability rate increases to the customers who actually want to receive your content!

  - **Watch for any emails that** bounce.
- **Opt-out any hard bounces** on your list - some part of the email address doesn't exist or is not functioning so remove it!

- **Monitor soft bounces** and mark them opt-out after 3-5 bounces - they are currently unreachable so no point in sending!
  - Use Infusionsoft by Keap's Automated List Management steps - these steps manage your unengaged contacts marking them "unengaged, marketable" at 3-months and "non-marketable" at 6-months!

- **Segment your contacts** and send emails based on your customers' interests - using tags you can mark each contact with a tag that indicates their interests, then you can tailor email sequences and automations directly to your customer's interests and avoid spamming them with everything you send!

## Sender reputation

Sender reputation is the reputation that Internet Service Providers (ISPs) associate with your email domain, but in reality, it includes your content, your server, or email service provider (ESP), and your sender domain.

- **Your content**
  - What you put in the body of your email impacts your reputation and your deliverability. This includes:
    - Spam-like content, headlines, or images
    - Your image-to-text ratio (industry standard is 80:20)
    - Your links. If you link to other domains that have low reputations, their reputation will reflect poorly on you.

- **Your server/ESP**
  - An ESP is the engine behind the marketing emails you send... like Keap, Emma, or MailChimp. An ESP is not Gmail, Yahoo, or Outlook: Gmail and Yahoo are web mail providers, and Outlook is an email client.
  - ESPs have reputations and their reputation directly impacts your email deliverability.
    - Keap works hard to keep deliverability rates up. Including:
      - Monitoring and vetting customers' lists
      - Authenticating emails
      - Handling bounces
      - Monitoring IP reputation
      - Throttling email delivery of large batch and new email lists to maintain IP reputation
      - Having an active compliance and review team

- **Your sender domain**
  - The reputation of your sender domain follows you everywhere - no matter which ESP you use or whether you switch ESPs.
    - Your domain is the part of your email address that starts with "@" and ends with ".com" (or .org, .edu, or .anything else),
    - Your reputation can be damaged by any behavior that results in spam complaints, emails sent to spam traps and honeypots, being
greylisted or black listed and/or sending emails to unengaged subscribers.
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